Done with intention and focus, from a deeper wisdom, creating and
offering a group experience is a powerful way to accelerate the
growth of your work and presence in the world… and make a
difference in the lives of more people.
Dear One…
If you are receiving and reading this invitation, I imagine you, like many women right now, are feeling
called to bring your work into the world in more visible and accessible ways…to touch more people or
different people…and to be a more powerful agent for change and connection in the fields of expertise
you’ve been developing or within the communities you desire to show up for and serve.
For those of us here to guide, teach, connect, and hold space for others to learn, transform, expand,
and explore, it’s like there is a fire in our hearts to bring our idea for a new program, circle, training or
gathering - that’s been gestating within us - out into the world, into form, soon.
Creating and offering group programs – workshops, trainings, masterminds, retreats, circles,
transformational programs, events, in-person/online/or combination – that have the power to create
lasting transformation & connection is both a sacred art and a learned skill.
Many can create experiences that provide information or inspiration, but what’s needed at this time is
not just experiences that wear off when people return to their daily lives… people are thirsting for
connection, needing transformation, and desiring new ways to be in their life, work, relationships and
this ever-changing world… and there are wisdom-based approaches to how you design and make your
offering that can elevate your work & ‘super power’ the experience you cultivate for others.
Which is why this November – the most potent time to begin incubating new ideas into form – I am
inviting you to join me, 11 other wisdom teachers, and other women around the world who are
committed to bringing their idea for an offering into full form in 2018, the feminine way.
We call it “The Art of Sacred Circle”- it is an in-depth training in transformational program design, ritual
and circle, and a creative incubator and accelerator that gives you Structure + Support + Sisterhood so
you have the space and courage to birth and make this offering… it is time.
What follows is an invitation with details. I invite you to slow down and read - not just skim - it. Just as
you desire to hold transformational space for others, this is a transformational container for you, that
will catalyze you into a more embodied expression of your feminine leadership. Take a read, and if
something within stirs, complete the short application and we’ll set up a time to talk.
The incubator begins Nov 9th. We’d love to share this sacred feminine wisdom with you and hold the
space for this next expression of you and your work in the world to emerge.

Christine Arylo
Feminine Leadership Advisor, MBA , Wisdom Teacher
& Creator of the Art of Sacred Circle Training & Incubator

A creative incubator that takes your offering from an idea to reality
You’ll be led through an intentionally-designed 5-phase process that opens access to a deeper
level of inner and collective wisdom - providing clarity about your offering, who it’s for and how
best to structure and offer it so it serves others, sustains you and grows your work.
We’ll hold you in intentional space from Nov -March, inside a structure that ensures your offering
gets the attention needed to be birthed, even within the demands of your current life.

An in-depth training where you’ll become more masterful at:
Designing programs and gatherings that create lasting transformation, connection, & engagement
- from how you design the experience from start to end, to how you design and lead every interaction
… the circle design will do much more of the work for you, so you feel energized not drained.
Making your work more visible and accessible by translating your wisdom and ideas into a
curriculum, flow and experience that can be delivered to many people in multiple ways - instead of
giving it all at once, you’ll put the right content and experiences in the best places.
Using sacred wisdom tools, processes, rituals in your design and delivery, making your offering
and the experience more powerful - steeped in timeless wisdom, translated for the modern way
people gather, and designed for the practical ways people learn & transform, this is super power!
Inviting & magnetizing people into your offering in ways that feel authentic to you, and making &
‘marketing’ the feminine way - reach your people & create a sustainable way to grow your work

A catalyzer for your feminine leadership presence & work in the world
Supporting you to grow in your ability to hold transformational experiences that make shift happen
with the beloveds you are called to work with now - your level of mastery in leading others will deepen.
Elevating you and your work into it’s next phase of expression and expansion – you’ll use the creation of
this offering to elevate your work, so come spring you are a more embodied, visible presence in the world,
ready to reach more people. The offering will be a catalyst for your personal & leadership growth.

A supportive mentorship & sisterhood
You’ll have a community of other women to create with who are also
courageously stepping up and out in new ways - and who can offer you insights,
heartstorming and support to fuel and focus your sacred work and offering.
You’ll have access to 11 masterful wisdom teachers who will share their best
tools & also access to personal 1:1 mentorship if you desire.

Over the course of 5 months, you will clarify, amplify & make your offering so in
2018, your idea will be fully in form, as an offering that can grow your work and
presence in the world, in ways that sustain and nourish you, as well as serve
others. And you will be leading and making this offering more powerfully and fully
from the presence you are evolving into. All while receiving feedback, support and
guidance from a community of inspiring women.

Each month, every woman in the incubator will focus on one phase that weaves into the next,
creating momentum and clarity to birth your offering into the world
Phase One: Crafting (Nov) – You’ll dive deep into what you truly desire this offering to be, and what’s actually

needed and wanted. Using the 9 pillars of sacred circle, you will have the space to explore what your heart desires to
offer, and what your beloveds desire and need, so you create the most powerful, aligned offering possible. With this
foundation, your choices for content, structure, etc will be rooted in wisdom and aligned with you & your work.

Phase Two: Clarifying (Dec) – You’ll “weave your circle flow,” and bring focus to the overall outcomes, stake and

structure of your offering. This is where you get clear on what you are truly meant to create. Without this step, your
invitation and offering tends to come out muddled or weak, without the power to pierce through the clutter or touch the
hearts of your beloveds.

Phase Three: Catalyzing (Jan) - Then, with the start of a structure, and feeling the support of this incubator, we dive
into the difference between a powerful experience and nice gathering - your presence and your ability to lead from
both focus and fluidity. You will hold a year-end Reflection ritual or year-start Illumination circle with the intention of
catalyzing your feminine leadership presence and gaining clarity on your beloveds. For those receiving personal
mentorship, you'll receive personal feedback on your program flow and invitation.

Phase Four: Calling (Jan-Feb) – You’ll receive training on how to make powerful invitations that speak to the heart
and move people to action. You’ll write your invitation, receive feedback and put your offering into the world.

Phase Five: Connecting (Mar) — You’ll be connecting with your beloveds and either delivering or enrolling your
program. We will be with you every step of the way, here to celebrate and keep you centered in your inner wisdom.
You will complete the training, receive your Certificate of
Completion, have a new offering ready for the world, be more
confident in your full feminine leadership presence and
you’ll be part of a collective of women
daring to make shift happen.

You will learn, apply and have the power of the 9 Pillars of Sacred Circle
to use to design this offering and any gathering, program, workshop,
retreat, conference, circle or event you create for years to come,
including:
o Stake – the core that holds it all together, the big why. Without a divine stake, you lack the powerful center
needed to guide your choices, attract your people, and create something that can grow.
o People & Depth – consciously choose the people you really desire to be in circle with, and the level of depth
you are holding space for and design from there. So you attract what serves you.
o Flow – the design you’ll use for each circle to create a powerful container where people can share, go deep,
gain insights and open hearts – which when done the feminine way will do most of the work for you, so you don’t
have to work so hard.
o Personal Energy & Self Care Plan – different levels of circles require different levels of your energy, and
different people require different things - What do you need? Wise women know their bodies and energy needs
and take them into account in how you plan your life around your circle and vice versa.

When these pillars are aligned, clear and present, you create a strong foundation for your program,
keeping you focused on what matters and what will call your beloveds in, instead of trying to do it all.

"The Art of Sacred Circle gave me the confidence, courage, structure, and how-to’s for
facilitating women's circles and gatherings for my community. Two years after
receiving this training, I still reference these materials every time I create a new
program - everything from women’s moon gatherings to weekend retreats to 9-month
experiences. If you're considering taking the training, I would simply say "Do It”! It is one
of the best investments I've ever made in myself and my business."
~ Julie Santiago - Writer, Speaker, Teacher, Guide and Sacred Circle Holder

And you also practice and deepen your experience and ability to make invitations,
enroll people in your programs, and ‘market’ the feminine way, in ways that feel
authentic to you. Throughout the incubator, you’ll be finding your voice and the way
to best communicate with your people… those you’re here to serve and be served by.
The feminine does not sell, convince, manipulate or use fear.
She doesn’t ‘launch’ things or put people in funnels. She doesn’t do frenzy.
She invites with magnetism and works with the “Field’ to weave her offerings,
and applies both mystical and practical tools to invite her people into her circle.
From writing the communications + invitations...
To working with visualization + intention...
To engaging with your beloveds...
You'll call your people to you in a way that feels aligned and good.

The Know-How, Wisdom, Tools, Processes and Techniques
that Make One Masterful at Leading Powerful Experiences & Setting
Up the Structure to Do More of the Work For You.
While anyone can call a group of people together, in order to create lasting shift and
connection, inspire people into action, and keep them coming back, the best leaders have
access to ancient rituals and timeless wisdom, & the know how to apply them in new ways…
In the way they design & lead experiences… cultivate community… set the physical or virtual
space… show up powerfully without giving all their energy away…dance with the dynamics
of the group and deal with challenging people… and masterfully work with the “Field” so
challenges strengthen instead of unravel a program, experience and gathering.
Some of the biggest mistakes we see women make is:
• Not setting a strong enough container for the experience
so the container gets wonky or goes flat
• Working way too hard and giving too much of her energy
because she doesn’t know how to let the structure lead
• Not creating an offering that weaves the entire
experience together over time, so the energy doesn’t
build, and so neither does the circle.
• Not designing the experience to build on itself and use
the energy the group, she ends up having to carry it
• Trying to apply ‘comfortable’ facilitation and presentation
skills, when what this experience needs most is her
You will complete the training with a "Wisdom Library" of Sacred Circle tools & processes:
* Circle Flows * Circle Openings + Closings * Intimacy Creators *
* Techniques for Shifting Energy & Creating Coherency: Meditations, Sound, & Visualizations *
* Mystical & Practical Processes for Creating Spaces that Inspire, & Create Connection & Transformation*
* Moonifesting: Creating Your Offerings in the Flow of the Feminine Moon Cycles*

And Templates You Can Use as Is or Take Parts and Weave into Your Flows including:
* Girlfriend & Sisterhood Circles * Moon Circles *
* Year End Ritual Based in Indigenous Wisdom *
*Year Beginning Ritual Based in Intentional Creativity *
*Girls Rites of Passage * Self Love Circles for Women or Girls *
*Femmaminds (women only masterminds)*

You’ll receive teachings from 12 women who have for decades been leading
programs and circles of many kinds… each with an expertise it’s taken a
lifetime to cultivate… each sharing some of her best wisdom, tools, ritual
and processes you can use for years to come.
It’s like a “Sacred Wisdom Library” you gain access to for a lifetime
We are coming together as a collective of
women - led by Christine Arylo - to offer this
training using the feminine principles of
collaboration, allowing each of us to do our
part and share our best to you vs competing
and each having to create our own circle
training.
And many of us will be going through the
incubator too - to birth our new offerings for
2018!

We've been using these tools, creating circle, program & event flows, leading lots of different experiences
and learning to work with what comes up in powerful ways. We've made mistakes and learned from them.
We've translated ancient wisdom to be applicable in how we live and connect now. And we can't wait to dive
deep, share and support you to become an even more confident and adept at applying and wielding the super
power tools of sacred circle. Here’s some of what you’ll receive:
CREATING CONNECTION + SISTERHOOD: Establishing a strong bond between women that keeps them
engaged, coming back for more, and feeling supported and seen.
CIRCLE DYNAMICS : Transforming circle challenges and challenging people into deeper connection; working
with the collective “Field” to create from what is; what to do when things gets “wonky”
WRITING POWERFUL INVITATIONS : Communicating from the heart to inspire your beloveds to take action
STORYTELLING: Mining your “Personal Power Stories” to create connection, credibility & courage
STAGES OF PERSONAL ALCHEMY - Applying the “Stages of Personal Transformation” to create programs that
make shift happen, are designed based on how people learn, and support your people in the process.
The teachings and tools will be woven into the incubator and training and you
will experience a combination of live interactive classes with 4 of the teachers,
and special ‘wise woman care packets” including videos and templates from
others… creating a Sacred Circle Library you’ll have access to forever.

The offering you make will be as much a catalyst for you
as it is a catalyst for those you will serve.
You will use the creation of this offering to stretch and support you to become a more
visible, expressed, embodied and elevated presence in the world
We believe one’s personal presence – vibration, purity, clarity, and
spiritual practice – lays the foundation for creating powerful
experiences that draw people in.
It is our ability to be PRESENT... to be our full feminine PRESENCES...
that create experiences for people where they feel held, seen and
heard, and connected to you, others and the wisdom… which leads to
powerful connection and transformation.
This goes way beyond being a good 'presenter' or 'facilitator.'
Feminine presence is the core embodiment and expression of who you
are evolving and unfolding into. When you access it, it FLOWS through
you - you move from your head to your soul and the space you are
leading and people you are touching shifts.
You will practice using the sacred circle tools you are learning by holding a year-end Reflection or /
year-start Illumination offering in Dec or Jan with the kind of beloved you desire to work with now you'll receive templates + training from masterful teachers that you can use as is or modify
You'll receive guidance on how to find your voice and write from your essence - while also writing
your invitations and communications in ways that resonate with those you are calling in
You’ll explore Feminine Leadership Archetypes and Soul Essences - to reveal and embody the
current & evolving expression of your unique "feminine leadership presence.”

"As a result of being in this incubator and training, I received a deeper
integration of myself. I now lead circles in my home and also teach workshops on
empowering women to respond to sexism in the workplace in my corporate
world. I use the same Art of Sacred Circle teachings and practices in both.
If you feel called to lead a circle, then we all need you to step forward. Taking
this training will give you the confidence, tools and empowerment boost to hold
space for others, to lead powerful circles, and to know in your bones that your
presence is enough.”
~ Jenni Rochelle - Emotional Sobriety Coach and Sacred Circle Holder

Sisterhood, Masterminding & Personal Mentorship are three of the
most powerful support structures women have access to,
and yet most of us are barely tapping into this power.

SISTERHOOD: Having a sisterhood of support and being in the presence of other women on a similar
path can make all the difference in your elevation and visibility. When we are in sisterhood, we gain
courage, we exude compassion for ourselves and others, and we gain the super power to transmute fear
to break through to new possibilities and connections. You will be supported and inspired by other
courageous, wise women like yourself from around the world.
The teaching sessions take place on video so we can see each other, they are interactive and designed to
open conversation and wisdom. The online classroom, while optional, is ripe for witnessing each other's
process and gaining inspiration and support from each other. Sisterhood is here if you desire it.
MASTERMINDING/FEMMAMINDING: In small groups that gather monthly, led by an initiated Art of
Sacred Circle Guide, you will experience and apply the power of 'femmaminding' - where you receive
heartstorming, reflection, witnessing, intuitive wisdom and support from others walking the path
with you. Femmaminding is one of the most powerful ways we have to access deeper wisdom, clarity,
courage & confidence and as a result elevate & expand ourselves and our work.
Every month you have the option of joining in these small groups, which happen at different times to
accommodate time zones, using a process you will learn and be able to use in your circles and programs.

"This training was a powerful incubator that helped me transform my fear
of being seen and the resistance causing me to procrastinate, so I could
courageously make my offering and show up as the feminine leader I
know I was born to be. It was the presence of an authentic sisterhood that
I know held me as I stepped forward. And even two years later, I am still in
connection and community with many of these women. “

- Stacey Hoffer - Self Love Guide, Feminine Wisdom Mentor and Sacred Circle

PERSONAL MENTORSHIP is an option… because
sometimes having group support is enough, and sometimes
you really do need someone holding space just for you
Many powerful wise women have mentors, others who have
walked a similar path and have the presence and wisdom to
hold space for those who are stretching and growing
Someone who can illuminate what you cannot see, hold you in
both your power and your fear, and keep you focused and
committed to yourself and this sacred offering you are birthing.
If it's time for you receive such 1:1 support as you go through
this incubator, catalyzer and training, you have to option to
receive…..

ONE: 1:1 Personal Mentorship Sessions at Power Points During the Incubator & Personal Support –
Receive (4) 1:1 private mentorship session to illuminate wisdom + possibility and support you as you
go through each step of training. With your mentor, you will get crystal clear on the circle you are
meant to and desire to call, work with what comes up on the inside to super power what you create on
the outside, receive support on creating your communications, circle flow and design, and set yourself
up for success for the year to come. These four sessions will keep you focused and will be with the
same mentor, an initiated and practicing Sacred Circle Holder, for the entire program so they are
holding space for you the entire 5 months.
TWO: Personal Guidance from Christine Arylo on your Program – Receive personal feedback and
insights from Christine and on your program flow and pillars in January (you’ll submit your program
outline and receive personal written feedback from Christine) and be invited to a special session in
January with Christine after you receive the feedback, so you can ask questions and learn from others
who are also being personally mentored.
THREE: Feedback From An Expert Copywriter – Have your invitation for your offering reviewed
by an expert love-based copywriter and receive focused feedback that can take your invitation from
There are moments when you are ready to elevate.
When your heart demands you stop settling or waiting, and
you start expanding & making your desires a reality.
This is when having a personal mentor to guide, challenge,
witness, catalyze & hold space for you
can make all the difference.

We've created a flow that is both focused and fluid - giving you both a
structure that moves you forward and spaciousness for accessing deeper
and more clarifying realms of wisdom .
From November - March you'll be held in a structure that takes your idea into full form,
a sisterhood that supports you to emerge in even more of your full presence.
LIVE Weekly Sessions held in circle online, attend via video or audio. Recorded and
stored on Interactive Art of Sacred Circle Community Site. Alternating times so people
across time zones can participate live. Most people don’t attend every session live, and
that's okay. We’ll keep you focused and moving forward, and we've built in spaciousness.
Monthly Teaching Transmissions with Christine Arylo - one for each of the 5 phases of
the incubator that will spark you into the next phase of the process and training. These
sessions are a mix of receiving the teaching and transmission from Christine + interactive
deepening with Christine and the circle, and they include a Wisdom booklet that you'll have
to use as reference forever, as well as the recordings.
Monthly Wisdom Sessions with Christine + Guest Wisdom Teachers - deepening in the
focus for the month, you'll gain more mastery in the areas of Creating Connection &
Sisterhood, Writing Love Based Invitations that Cut Through the Clutter, + Working with
the “Field” and Circle Dynamics. These sessions include teachings, interaction and
materials you can use in your program design right away, and for years to come.
Monthly Femmaminds with others in the Program, led by an initiated Sacred Circle
Holder - for receiving heartstorming, intuitive and clarifying reflections, and support, you
will gather in small groups and work with the focus for that month together.

We begin on November 9th - the half moon waning (Wise
Woman Moon) through March 15th, right after
International Women’s Day. You will complete the incubator
with your offering in form, ready to release AND you’ll
complete the training with a Certificate of Completion in
The Art of Sacred Circle, mailed to you.
We structure and run our programs the feminine way…
FOCUSED and FLUID… there is MOMENTUM and
SPACIOUSNESS (including specific “weaving” days in the flow
where we don’t gather in person, but you’ll be invited to create a sacred date with yourself and
Wisdom to tap into expanded levels of creativity and consciousness to inform your offering.
The structure and flow will be here to make sure you don’t get stuck. The sisterhood and
mentorship will be here to support you through any resistance or distractions that show up. You
will be supported, held and led through the flow … so you can breathe and relax into it.

Incubator & Training
Starts November 9th Through March 15th

Choose from Two Options

LEVEL TWO:
PERSONAL 1:1 MENTORSHIP +
INCUBATOR + TRAINING +
CERTIFICATE:

LEVEL ONE:
INCUBATOR + TRAINING +
CERTIFICATE:

Complete with Art of Sacred Circle Certificate
(when you complete all training requirements
or take the training with no certificate)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes:
Full Incubator + Training for 5 months
Live Monthly Teaching Transmissions
and Group Circles with Christine Arylo
Live Monthly Wisdom Sessions with
Wisdom Teachers
Sacred Circle Super Power Tools shared each month, with video
Femmaminding Monthly (optional and
recommended)
Active Online Community Classroom
(optional and recommended)
Wisdom Booklets + Worksheets
Templates for Circles + Program
Design
Access to the Sacred Circle Wisdom
Library, forever
Certificate of Completion in Art of
Sacred Circle - mailed to you
Illumination of Your Circle in Email,
Website and Social Pollination (for
those who complete the Certificate
Requirements) in March 2018

Level One Tuition is
$249.33 per month for 6 months
or pay in full upon registration

Includes ALL of LEVEL ONE PLUS
Multiple Levels of Personal Mentorship

•

Includes:
ONE: (4) 1:1 Private Mentorship Sessions
with an initiated Art of Sacred Circle
Holder to gain clarity, keep you focused,
work with what comes up internally,
illuminate wisdom for your program design
& communication

•

TWO: Personal Guidance from Christine
Arylo on your Program Design– In Jan,
you’ll submit your circle outline and receive
written feedback from Christine and be
invited to a special session to ask questions.

•

THREE: Personal Insight for Marketing
Your Program– Your invitation will be
professionally reviewed by an expert
copywriter, and you will receive focused
feedback that you can use to create a
magnetic invitation that breaks through.
you’ll be supported and held through each step
in the process + have someone personally
holding space for you.

Level Two Tuition is
$383.33 per month for 6 months
or pay in full upon registration

Claim Your Space in the Sacred Circle Training & Incubator
How to Register or Reach Out to Set Up a Conversation
To Register: Go to www.JoinArtofSacredCircle.com
Questions? Read the FAQs at www.JoinArtofSacredCircle.com or
Reach out to our Program Director Stacey Hoffer, stacey@Arylo.com

LEVEL ONE: INCUBATOR + TRAINING + CERTIFICATE
Tuition is $249.33 / month for 6 months
or Pay in Full $1496
Sign up directly at www.JoinArtofSacredCircle.com
or if you have questions reach out to our
Program Director Stacey Hoffer at stacey@Arylo.com

LEVEL TWO: PERSONAL 1:1 MENTORSHIP +
INCUBATOR + TRAINING + CERTIFICATE
Tuition is $383.33 / month for 6 months
or Pay in Full $2299
Click here to complete the short application & we’ll set up a time to talk.
If you have questions, reach out to Stacey at stacey@Arylo.com
We’d love to talk with you personally- to help you get clear on your intentions and goals
and also confirm this is a good fit for you. People say completing the application gives them
inner clarity and focus that creates a strong foundation for their experience.

Upon Claiming Your Space in the Circle, The
Art of Sacred Journal Gets Mailed to You!
You can use it for all of the creative inspiration,
incubation & wisdom illumination we'll be
conjuring up.
We’ll also email you a Welcome Packet with all of
the details to set you up for success.

